Abstract-Sampling-based solutions to the motion planning problem, such as the probabilistic roadmap method (PRM), have become commonplace in robotics applications. These solutions are the norm as the dimensionality of the planning space grows, i.e., d > 5. An important primitive of these methods is the local planner, which is used for validation of simple paths between two configurations. The most common is the straight-line local planner which interpolates along the straight line between the two configurations. In this paper, we introduce a new local planner, Toggle Local Planner (Toggle LP), which extends local planning to a two-dimensional subspace of the overall planning space. If no path exists between the two configurations in the subspace, then Toggle LP is guaranteed to correctly return f alse. Intuitively, more connections could be found by Toggle LP than by the straight-line planner, resulting in better connected roadmaps. As shown in our results, this is the case, and additionally, the extra cost, in terms of time or storage, for Toggle LP is minimal. Additionally, our experimental analysis of the planner shows the benefit for a wide array of robots, with DOF as high as 70.
I. INTRODUCTION
Motion planning is seen in a wide array of applications including robotics, bioinformatics [24] , and gaming/virtual reality [17] . Sampling-based solutions to the motion planning problem are commonly used in these application domains. Many of these methods are based upon the probabilistic roadmap method (PRM) [15] that creates a roadmap representing the planning space and extracts paths from it. An important primitive of sampling-based motion planning is local planning, which determines and validates simple paths between two points. Methods for local planning should be simple, as they are called many times during planning. While much attention has been given to designing various sampling methods, adaptive strategies, and efficiently extending PRMs to very high dimensions, local planning has not received as much attention. In particular, most algorithms simply use the straight-line Local Planner (straight-line LP) which interpolates along the straight line connecting the two configurations at some fixed resolution depending on environment features.
A more successful local planner will increase the connectivity (number of edges) of the roadmap. Additionally, a good local planner should use O(1) storage per edge and avoid storing all connection information for the edge, e.g., all intermediate nodes in the path. To accomplish this, local planners are usually deterministic, meaning the paths that they validate can be easily reconstructed. Lastly, a good local planner should be efficient, as edge validation is the most expensive operation in PRMs [2] . For example, the straight-line local planner is deterministic, efficient, and has no additional storage requirements, but is unable to connect many nodes. More efficient local planners could reduce the need for near optimal placement of nodes to solve the motion planning problem with PRMs [7] .
In this paper, we present a new local planning method, Toggle Local Planner (Toggle LP), that increases the connectivity of the roadmap by extending simple one-dimensional interpolation methods such as the straight-line LP to a twodimensional subspace of the total planning space. Each call to Toggle LP requires one new configuration to be generated, thus additional storage is limited to storing one configuration per edge created by the local planner, meaning Toggle LP requires storage space of O (1) . Lastly this new method has relatively low overhead for execution when compared to other simple methods.
In Toggle Local Planner, a straight-line connection between the configurations s and g is attempted. If this fails, both a witness node is returned from the failed connection attempt (returning witnesses to failures introduced in [6] ) and a third node n is generated that defines a triangle △sgn in which a path will be sought. The method of selecting n could be varied, e.g., randomly generated or pushed a distance δ. A recursive search of the triangle is executed in an attempt to find a path. If a path through C obst is found blocking any possible connection between s and g in C f ree (within the triangle), then a disconnection is found between s and g. The blocking path is related to disconnection proofs for motion planning [3] but is restricted to the triangle △sgn.
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
• Introduction of Toggle Local Planner, a new simple local planner.
• Extend local planning to a randomly selected two dimensional subspace of the overall problem.
• Theoretically show guarantees of the stopping condition of Toggle LP.
• Experimentally compare the effectiveness of Toggle LP with other local planners in a range of problem types.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND RELATED WORK

A. Preliminaries
This paper considers the motion planning problem, i.e., finding a valid (e.g., collision-free) path through some environment for a movable object (robot). The robot's position within the environment is described by d parameters upon which the movement of the robot can change, commonly called degrees of freedom (DOF ). The set of all possible configurations within the environment is called the configuration space, C space [18] , having a dimension equivalent to the DOF of the robot. The set of all valid configurations is called free space, C f ree , while the set of all invalid configurations is called obstacle space, C obst . With this abstraction, the motion planning problem becomes that of finding a continuous trajectory in C f ree connecting the points in C f ree corresponding to the start and the goal configurations. In general, it is intractable to compute explicit C obst boundaries [22] , but we can often determine whether a configuration is feasible or not, e.g., by performing a collision detection (CD) test in the workspace -the robot's natural space.
Sampling-based motion planners explore C space and produce a data structure containing representative valid configurations and information about the connectivity of C f ree . One such planner, the Probabilistic Roadmap Method (PRM) [15] , builds a roadmap (graph) in C f ree . The first phase in this process, node generation, is where collision-free configurations are sampled and added as nodes to the roadmap. In the second phase, node connection, neighboring nodes are selected by a distance metric as potential candidates for connection. Then, simple local planners attempt connections between the selected nodes; successful connections are represented as roadmap edges.
In this paper, we are addressing the local planner within these sampling-based motion planners. Simple solutions to the motion planning problem can be referred to as local planners. These local planners are used to determine if simple, easily reconstructible, paths can be formed between two nearby configurations s and g. The intuition is that less sophisticated (and therefore less costly) methods can be quite effective in connecting nearby configurations. Thus, these local planners are an important component of sampling-based motion planners.
B. Local Planners
In sampling-based motion planning, how the edges of the roadmap are verified is an important operation. Local plans should minimize extra storage requirements, be easily reconstructible, and be efficient to compute. Some metrics to avoid checking edges have been proposed [21] , [4] , [16] . In this paper, we focus on the issue of defining and verifying edges. Here we discuss a few of the common methods for completing simple local plans between two configurations.
The first method, straight-line, has been used in many motion planning algorithms (e.g., [13] ). In straight-line local planning, a simple straight-line interpolation between two configurations is calculated. This line segment is broken up into small segments split by some precomputed distance resolution at "ticks." Each "tick" is checked for validity. Each tick must be valid for the edge to be considered valid. A similar approach is to move along Manhattan paths (one DOF at a time). This however is less used. Manhattan paths can be improved with rebound methods (e.g., [10] , [11] ) which perform slightly better.
The Rotate-at-S local planner [2] was introduced to improve local planning near obstacles such as roadmaps containing OBPRM (Obstacle Based PRM) [1] or Gaussian PRM nodes [5] . Rotate-at-S is similar to the straight-line local planner, except motion is split into three distinct sections. First translation occurs for the first s percent of the straight line. Then all rotation is done at s percent along the straight line interpolation. Lastly, the translation is finished off. Verification is done in a similar method to straight-line local planning. This planner performs well when configurations are located near obstacles, such as with OBPRM or Gaussian samples.
Other planners based upon the A * search have been developed [14] , [19] . These are not always suitable for local planning strategies because of how expensive they are to evaluate and compute in both space and time complexity. Other methods use a slide tactic for solving local plans [14] , [8] , [26] . These methods try to move between two configurations c 1 and c 2 by first moving to a neighbor c ′ of c 1 that is a step closer to c 2 and has a maximal clearance from obstacles. Planning continues by trying a neighbor c ′′ of c ′ which has larger clearance than c ′ and is closer to c 2 . These planners are typically expensive and non-deterministic which makes them difficult to recompute without storing significant data. Stopping criterion such as maximum number of tries is implemented to ensure stopping in reasonable time. Other metrics such as distance can be used instead of clearance. A * planners were previously compared to Rotate-at-S and straight-line local planning in [2] . This work found it is beneficial to use complex planners, i.e., A * , in a hierarchy of local planners and to use them only when simple local planners, e.g., straight-line and Rotate-at-S, fail.
C. Utilizing C obst and Disconnection Proofs
In our method, we utilize important information from both C f ree and C obst . There are many PRM variants which bias sampling using collision information such as obstaclebased sampling [1] , Gaussian sampling [5] , and bridgetest sampling [12] . All these methods use simple tests or movements of configurations to bias sampling towards difficult areas such as narrow passages or obstacle surfaces. Additionally, many methods have been proposed that use collision information to identify important regions of C space which might need additional sampling [20] , [23] , [27] .
Other work exploits specific tests to discover full disconnections in C f ree upon which the robot cannot pass [3] . However, this work is limited by robot and environment types. A recent approach, Toggle PRM [6] introduces the concept of simultaneously mapping C obst and C f ree . In Toggle PRM, two roadmaps are retained, one representing the connectivity of C obst and one representing the connectivity of C f ree . Additionally, when connections are attempted between two configurations, witness configurations to local plan failures are returned and added to the opposite map. With this addition it was shown that Toggle PRM can more efficiently sample within narrow passages. The Toggle Local Planner, introduced in this paper, employs the general ideas of Toggle PRM to plan in both C f ree and C obst , as well as returning witnesses to failed connection attempts.
III. TOGGLE LOCAL PLANNER
In Toggle Local Planner (Toggle LP), a straight-line connection between the configurations s and g is attempted.
If this fails, not only is a witness node returned from the failed connection attempt (introduced in [6] ), but also a third node n is generated that defines a triangle △sgn which will be searched for a path. After some preprocessing, a recursive analysis of the triangle is performed trying to find a path in C obst that disconnects s and g in △sgn. If in the process a valid path is found, then it will be returned. When a disconnection path through C obst exists within △sgn, then the algorithm is guaranteed to find it. The full algorithm is described in Section III-A. An example of the algorithm can be found in Section III-B. The disconnection proof associated with the algorithm is given in Section III-C along with a discussion of degenerate cases.
A. Algorithm
Toggle LP uses one important primitive operation called Connect. Connect is a straight-line local planner which records witnesses to failed connection attempts. Connect attempts connection between its first two parameters, sets its third parameter to the witness, and returns a boolean of success/failure.
Toggle LP is broken into two phases, setup and recursive analysis, called Toggle Connect. The setup phase is shown in Algorithm 1, with examples shown in Figure 1 . The first step of setup is to analyze the straight line connection between s and g (Line 1). If this succeeds, then it returns true. Otherwise, c 1 is set as the witness to failure, and n is generated (Line 3). n can be generated in a number of ways, for example a random configuration might be chosen uniformly at random from C space or the midpoint of sg is perturbed a distance δ along a random ray through C spacethese are the two methods used in this paper, see Section IV. s, g, and n define a triangle △sgn that is a planar subspace of C space . If n is invalid (Figure 1(b) ), then Toggle Connect is directly called with c 1 , n, s, and g (Line 13). If n is valid (Figure 1(a) ), then extra pre-processing takes place to initially split the triangle defined by s, g, and n. In this preprocessing, straight-line connections are attempted between s and n (Line 5) and g and n (Line 6). Collision nodes c 2 and c 3 might be returned if connections are invalid. From here, Toggle Connect is possibly called on each half of the triangle, returning boolean values b 1 and b 2 respectively representing the connectivity of g and n within triangle △gc 1 n (Line 8) and of n and s within triangle △sc 1 n (Line 10). Finally, an ∧ operator is applied on the values b 1 and b 2 to yield the final connectivity of s and g through △sgn.
The second phase of Toggle LP is a recursive analysis of the triangle △sgn, called Toggle Connect (see Algorithm 2) . In Toggle Connect, toggle defines in which space validity Return true 3: n ← ChooseCf g() 4 : if isV alid(n) then 5: boolean b 1 ← Connect(s, n, c 2 )
boolean b 2 ← Connect(g, n, c 3 )
if ¬b 1 then 8:
if ¬b 2 then 10:
Return b 1 ∧ b 2 12: else 13: Return T oggleConnect(c 1 , n, s, g, f alse) is checked, i.e., f alse means s and g lie in C obst while true implies s and g lie in C f ree . n 1 and n 2 lie in the opposite space of s and g. Connect is called between s and g (Line 1). If they are connectible, then toggle is returned, i.e., when toggle is f alse a connection through C obst is achieved and f alse is returned. If no connection succeeds, then c is the witness of failure. This witness in turn splits the original triangle △sgn into triangles △sgn 1 and △sgn 2 . The operator combining the triangles depends on toggle. If toggle is f alse, then in order for a successful Return toggle 3: else if
Return f alse 5: if toggle then 6: Return T oggleConnect(n 1 , c, s, g, ¬toggle)
∨ T oggleConnect(n 2 , c, s, g, ¬toggle) 7: else 8: Return T oggleConnect(n 1 , c, s, g, ¬toggle)
∧ T oggleConnect(n 2 , c, s, g, ¬toggle)
connection to occur both sub-triangles must contain a path, so ∧ is considered (Line 8). When toggle is true, a successful connection must occur in one or the other sub-triangle, so ∨ is the operator (Line 6). A brief example of the algorithm is discussed in Section III-B, and correctness is discussed in III-C.
B. Examples
In this section we discuss two simple examples. The first example shown in Figure 2 examines a simple case where a path is found between an s and g pair. Fig. 2(a) shows the failure of a straight-line connection between s and g. n is generated. In this case, n is invalid, and c 1 is the witness to the failed straight-line connection. In Fig. 2(b Fig. 2(c) , successful connections through C f ree are found -individually those Toggle Connect calls return true, and the ∧ operator returns true. In the second example, shown in Figure 3 , a disconnection is found within △sgn. Fig. 3(a) shows the straight-line connection between s and g failing and the setup for Toggle Connect (setup of △sc 1 n and △gc 1 n). c 2 and c 3 are found in this step. Fig. 3(b) shows the recursive analysis in Toggle Connect and its evaluation on both sides to false. Both halves found a disconnection in the first iteration. The ∧ operation will return f alse as well. 
C. Correctness Discussion
There are a few benefits of Toggle Local Planner. Firstly, as compared to the traditional straight-line LP which only considers a straight-line in C space , Toggle LP extends local planning to a 2D subspace of C space . Thus, allowing for Toggle LP to be as good as straight-line LP in the worst case, but, as the experiments will show, this worst case does not usually happen. Secondly, as the recursive analysis of △sgn is deterministic, storage needed to recreate an edge is limited to O(1) configurations per edge, namely n. Lastly, we show in Proposition 1 that Toggle LP correctly terminates when no path between s and g exists in the triangle △sgn, i.e., proof of the disconnection argument for the local planner. The proposition basically guarantees that when no path exists the planner will determine as much. However, we note that not all valid paths are found. Discovering disconnections is important in showing that likely no path exists. Toggle LP converges quickly on the disconnection within a triangle which is important for efficiency reasons. After the proof, we discuss degeneracies and ways to avoid them in implementation.
Proposition 1: When no valid path exists between s and g within △sgn, Toggle Local Planner detects this and terminates.
Proof: This proposition can be proved by induction. First, we define the base cases, m = 0, where 2 m is the number of decomposed triangles of the recursive algorithm Toggle Connect, shown in Figure 4 . At m = 0, a total of 2 m = 1 triangles are present. Fig. 4(a) shows a successful connection through C obst and f alse is returned. Fig. 4(b) shows a successful connection through C f ree and true is returned. Fig. 4(c) is the case where the triangle has become flat, thus no path exists within the triangle -f alse is returned. If no valid path exists, m = 0 holds. At m = 1 we can combine triangles to form up to 2 m = 2 1 = 2 total triangles. The possible triangles formed are shown in Figure 5 . Fig. 5(a) shows a combination of two triangles with successful paths, by which the ∧ operator will return true. Fig. 5(b) shows a combination of two triangles with no successful paths, by which the ∨ operator will return f alse. If a flat triangle were to become combined with another triangle, it is easy to see that when no true path exists, then Toggle Connect will return f alse because flattened triangles show a disconnection. Additionally, the case of two lines being combined returns false, as it is still a line. Again when no path exists, m = 1 holds.
Assume that for m = k, no path exists within the possible 2 k triangles composed, then by the inductive hypothesis we will show this holds for m = k + 1. Figure 6 shows the various combinations of up to 2 k additional triangles. Recall 
and that this is an upper bound on the number of smaller triangles composing the overall triangle. Fig. 6(a) shows the case where one triangle is composed with another. The ∨ operator will return f alse because the original assumption is that no path exists. If a path existed then one of the halves could return true, thus returning true for the entire local planning attempt. Fig. 6(b) shows a blocking case with the ∧ operator. No matter the outcome of the other triangle, no path exists and ∧ operator returns f alse. We see that at m = k + 1 a false path will still be returned.
D. Degeneracies
As with most geometric algorithms, there are degeneracies. In Toggle LP, degeneracies are caused when a cycle of nodes is being returned as witnesses from successive straight-line connections. The simplest case of this is shown in Figure 4 (c). In this case, when a connection between s and g is attempted, n 1 is returned. Then in the next iteration of Toggle Connect, when connection between n 1 and n 2 is attempted, s is returned. This can cause infinite recursion. To avoid this one could implement a history of witnesses returned and stop when a cycle is detected, or more simply a limit to the recursive depth could be enforced. In this paper, we implemented a maximal recursive depth of 5. We experimentally found this number to capture most successful cases. We, however, do not show the full analysis here as that is not the focus of the paper. It should be noted that degeneracies can exist with more than a 1 node cycle. In fact we believe many cycles are possible but have only found up to a 12 node cycle in high DOF cases. These cycles are found because of the binary analysis of the local planning edges, along with local plans evaluated only up to a certain resolution.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
A. Experimental Setup
Toggle Local Planner (Toggle LP) was implemented using the C++ motion planning library developed by the Parasol Lab at Texas A&M University. RAPID [9] is used for collision detection computations. A wide range of problems with varying DOF s were tested. The scenarios are shown in Figure 7 . In the robots with DOF ≤ 21, uniform sampling and obstacle-based sampling [1] occurred followed by con-nections in C space . In the other cases, sampling and connection occurred in Reachable Distance space (RD space ) [25] to more efficiently map high dimensional C space . Connections are attempted to a configuration's k-closest nodes based upon a brute force neighborhood search using a scaled Euclidean distance metric. The Toggle LP is compared to the straightline local planner. For two of the cases (DOF = 6 and DOF = 21) Rotate-At-S [2] is also compared (s = 0.5 and s = 0.0), and in two other cases (DOF = 2 and DOF = 6) an A * -like distance-based search [2] is compared. For the Toggle LP, recursive analysis of triangles is allowed to go to a recursive depth of 5. In DOF ≤ 21, Toggle LP choses n by finding the midpoint of sg and pushing this node along a random directional ray at a distance δ = distance(s, g)/2. In DOF ≥ 22, we choose n uniformly at random from RD space .
The environments and robot types explored are shown in Figure 7 and described as:
• 2DOF Random Clutter -Randomly scattered squares around the workspace. Robot is near point sized.
• 2DOF Tunnel -A simple s-like tunnel in 2-dimensions.
Used in comparing query results in which a solution path must traverse the tunnel. Robot is a circular robot.
• 6DOF Random Clutter -Randomly scattered cubes around the workspace. Robot is a cube.
• 6DOF Tunnel -A simple s-like tunnel in 6-dimensions.
Used in comparing query results in which a solution path must traverse the tunnel. Robot is in the shape of a spinning top.
• 21DOF Homogeneous Clutter -8 centrally located cubes surrounded by free space. Robot is a 16 link free base articulated linkage.
• 22DOF Homogeneous Clutter -27 centrally located cubes surrounded by free space. Robot is a free base fork-like linkage. 9 links construct the arm from which two 4 link linkages extend.
• 70DOF Homogeneous Clutter -27 centrally located cubes surrounded by free space. Robot is a 65 link free base articulated linkage. The metrics being analyzed are the number of edges/nodes within the final roadmap, the total number of connected components of the final roadmap, roadmap connectivity, and the number of CD calls (used as a cost metric). Roadmap connectivity is defined as the ratio of the size of the largest connected component to the number of nodes in the roadmap.
The experiments are broken down into three sections. Firstly, Section IV-B compares the number of edges produced with a fixed number of nodes and connections. Secondly, Section IV-C compares the number of nodes required to reach a fixed number of edges is compared. Lastly, Section IV-D compares the efficiency of a simple PRM using different local planners to solve example queries.
B. Comparing Number of Edges Generated
In this first experiment, we compare the number of edges successfully created in our roadmap when we fix the total number of nodes and connection attempts. For DOF = 2 and DOF = 6, 100 nodes were generated and all possible edge pairs were attempted. For DOF = 21 and DOF = 22, 500 nodes were generated and the k = 16-closest connections were attempted for each node. In the DOF = 70 case, 50 nodes were generated and the k = 4-closest connections were attempted for each node. Results are averaged over 10 random seeds and shown in Table I . In environments labeled Mix, half of the nodes generated were from uniform random sampling and half of the nodes were generated from obstaclebased sampling.
In these experiments, we can clearly see that in all cases Toggle LP makes a significant number of additional connections as compared to the less powerful local planners, straight-line and Rotate-at-S, and almost as many connections as the very powerful A * -like local planner. From this observation, Toggle LP approaches the capabilities of very powerful local planners while its cost in terms of CD calls is only marginally larger than less powerful local planners. The second item to notice is the scalability of the method for high DOF cases. In the higher dimensions, using Toggle LP successfully reduces the number of CCs in the roadmap, increasing roadmap connectivity. This implies that more important connections are made in these high DOF cases as compared to straight-line local planning. Thirdly, we know that the Toggle LP is versatile to various clearances of nodes ranging from close to obstacles in the case of obstacle-based samples to higher clearances with uniform random samples.
C. Generating Fixed Number of Edges
In this section, we explore the efficiency of Toggle LP by keeping the number of edges constant and seeing how many nodes a planner needs to reach the edge limit. In DOF s ≤ 22, after a node is generated, connections are attempted to its k = 10 closest neighbors. In DOF = 70, after a node is generated, connections are attempted to its k = 4-closest neighbors. Results over 10 random seeds in the cluttered environments are shown in Table II .
As seen in the table, Toggle LP reduces the number of nodes needed in the roadmap, as well as the number of CCs in the roadmap. Secondly, the CD calls are more comparable to the less expensive and less powerful local planners than to the more expensive A * -like planner. Again, the Toggle LP shows results of this manner in high DOF cases. In terms of efficiency, we notice not only an increased connectivity, but reduced map-size reduces the memory footprint of the roadmap, while keeping the cost-to-connect relatively cheap. As we have seen, Toggle LP increases connectivity and reduces the map size, so we would expect that in example query problems the Toggle LP should outperform the other local planners. 
D. Example Queries
In this section, we compare Toggle LP to other local planners for an example query. In both examples, the robot must traverse a narrow passage -a tunnel in the work space. Roadmaps are iteratively constructed one node at a time until the query is solved. Connections are attempted to a node's k = 10-nearest neighbors. Results are averaged over 10 random seeds and shown in Table III .
Again we can see the benefit of Toggle LP. In the DOF = 2 case, not only does Toggle LP reduce the overall size of the roadmap, but it is also cheaper than solving the problem with straight-line local planning. In the DOF = 6 case, the Toggle LP greatly reduces the size of the overall roadmap while keeping the cost comparable to straight-line planning. As we can see from these results, Toggle LP shows real benefit for solving queries in the presence of narrow passages.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, Toggle Local Planner (Toggle LP) is introduced as a new simple method for defining and validating simple paths between two configurations. The main idea of the Toggle LP is to extend local planning to a 2 dimensional plane of C space . Additionally, it is proven for the Toggle LP that when no valid path exists in this subspace between two configurations then a proof of disconnection is found. The Toggle LP is an efficient local planner requiring little extra storage per edge verified which operates in both C space and RD space . Experimental results showed the benefits of this method for a broad range of DOF s, up to DOF = 70, and a range of environments and problems including example queries on a roadmap.
In the future, exploration into better methods for choosing the third node n could be explored, as well as extending this idea to a 3 (or more) dimensional subspace of C space . A different evaluation strategy of △sgn can also be taken to better guarantee valid paths to be found.
